


• During 2018, the noise complaints team handled 2,941 contacts registering 14,566 complaints and six enquiries.  

• Whilst the number of contacts and complaints increased, the number of individuals making complaints fell compared 
with 2017.  This year 571 individuals registered complaints compared with 633 in 2017.

Stansted Airport can be contacted by phone, email, web form (direct from our WebTrak system) and letter. The vast 
majority of contacts (over 80%) were made by email. Answerphone and letter complaints remained broadly the same as 
a percentage of the total.  We did however see an increase in the number of complaints received using the form 
available on our website which is linked to our self service investigation tool, WebTrak.

Contact method No. of contacts %

Email 2372 80

Web form 374 13

Answerphone 193 7

Letter 1 <1



• The highest month for complaints was October and April which is unusual compared with previous years as we would 
usually expect to see a rise in complaints over the summer months.  This is because of the high number of complaints 
submitted by our highest complainer in these particular months.

• The graph below compares the number of complaints by month to the number of individuals registering those 
complaints.  While the pattern of complaint numbers is unusual, the period between June and August did see the 
highest numbers of individuals submitting complaints which follows the pattern we would usually expect with the busier 
summer season prompting a rise.
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• 86% of complaints came from 10 individuals, this is an increase on 2017 (79% of total complaints from 10 people)

• The most frequent complainant in 2018 accounted for 73% of all complaints received.  This is a significant increase on 
last year (43% of total complaints in 2017).

The map shows the location of the 
NPR’s for departures with the 
location of the highest ten 
complainants shown.

Five of the highest complainers are 
located directly under or close to the 
Clacton 22 departure route (south 
westerly departures). One is directly 
under the Clacton 04 route and one 
is under the Buzad 04 route (north 
easterly departures). Two are 
concerned about arrivals over 
Harlow (north easterly arrivals) and 
one about arrivals over Sudbury.  All 
ten individuals are long standing 
complainants and have had detailed 
discussions with various members of 
staff to fully explore their concerns. 



In line with previous years, the majority of 
complaints related to operations during the day 
time.  However, we did see a rise in the percentage 
of complaints regarding the evening shoulder and 
night period compared with last year. The vast 
majority of these, 83%, came from our highest 
complainant and would therefore have been in 
relation to 04 arrivals.

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Morning shoulder 06:00 - 07:00 112 67 767 745 496

Day 07:00 - 23:00 708 436 2954 6600 11139

Evening shoulder 23:00 - 23:30 28 76 90 87 921

Core night 23:30 - 06:00 174 168 359 963 2010

Total complaints 1022 747 4170 8395 14566
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Location of morning shoulder complaints (06:00-07:00)

Location of day complaints (07:00-23:00)



Location of core night complaints (23:30-06:00)

Location of evening shoulder complaints (23:00-23:30)
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Overall runway 22 was in use 64% of the time 
which is lower than average and lower than 
previous years.  As we would expect, most months 
saw a higher level of runway 22 operations. The 
exceptions to this were May and June both of 
which saw an unusually high predominance of 
runway 04 operations.
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The chart shows the areas of 
concern that have generated more 
than ten complaints.  In line with 
previous years, the most common 
reason given for complaint is 
general noise levels which 
accounts for over 80% of 
complaints.  



Arrivals Complaints

04 Arrivals 492

22 Arrivals 344

Where we are able to, complaints are correlated to the specific operation (either a departing or arriving aircraft) 
that was reported as causing the disturbance.  This enables us to show what routes, by runway generate these 
complaints.  The figures below do not include complaints from individuals registering more than 30 complaints in 
one month.

As seen in previous years we received more complaints about departures on runway 22 than runway 04 and there 
were significantly more complaints about runway 22 Clacton route than any other.  This is likely due to the higher 
usage of runway 22 operations and the 22 Clacton route.

Runway 04 arrivals generated more complaints than runway 22 arrivals. This can be partly attributed to the 
inability to perform a continuous descent approach on runway 04, due to airspace constraints, which if available 
would facilitate aircraft being higher for longer during their approach to the airport. 

Departures Complaints

04 BZD 123

04 CLN 269

04 DET 33

22 BZD 142

22 CLN 478

22 DET 23



The table shows all areas with more than 10 complainants.  In line 
with previous years, the area with the highest number of residents 
registering complaints was Bishop’s Stortford, the number of 
complainants from this area has increased this year.  Almost half 
of the complainants from Bishop’s Stortford complained about a 
departing aircraft which was found to be off track.

For the most part the other areas with higher numbers of 
complainants are all either under or close to the initial flight paths 
for departures or the arrival path.

Area 2018 2017

Bishop's Stortford 89 68

Stebbing 47 47

Hatfield Heath 26 25

High Easter 14 24

Little Hadham 15 16

Stansted 13 12

Great Hallingbury 12 20

Harlow 13 13

Hatfield Broad Oak 12 24

Henham 13 18

Sawbridgeworth 10 6

Little Hallingbury 11 10

Dunmow 10 24

Birchanger 10 11



Noise complaints have again increased this year however, the number of individuals making those complaints has 
fallen compared with last year. The trend towards a small number of people submitting large numbers of 
complaints has continued and this has subsequently driven the increase in totals.  Overall, 73% of total complaints 
came from one person and 86% came from the ten highest complainants.

For the first year, this trend has also affected the monthly split of complaints with the highest number of complaints 
this year falling in October instead of the summer months when we would usually expect complaints to peak.

Areas with the highest amount of complainants remain largely unchanged and the majority of complaints relate to 
normal operations.

The graph below shows the total number of complaints 
and complainants for the period 2005 – 2018.  
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